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• The report of the Commission to Assess the
Threat to the United States from Electro-
magnetic Pulse (EMP) Attack has warned
the United States can no longer ignore the
threat of an EMP attack.

• A nuclear-generated electromagnetic pulse
is one of a few threats that could seriously
threaten American society and that could
result in the defeat of U.S. military forces.

• Neither the U.S. armed forces nor civilian
infrastructure is adequately protected
against EMP attack.

• Protecting the United States against the
evolving EMP threat will require a mix of
active defenses, passive defenses, and pol-
icy changes.

• Although retrofitting military systems
against EMP may cost up to 10 percent of
the system’s cost, engineering EMP protec-
tions into a system from the ground up
would increase costs by as little as 1 per-
cent.

This paper, in its entirety, can be found at: 
www.heritage.org/research/nationalsecurity/bg1784.cfm
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Talking Points

The Electromagnetic Pulse Commission Warns of 
an Old Threat with a New Face

Jack Spencer

A nuclear-generated electromagnetic pulse “is one
of a small number of threats that has the potential to
hold our society seriously at risk and might result in
defeat of our military forces.” The Commission to
Assess the Threat to the United States from Electro-
magnetic Pulse (EMP) Attack announced this star-
tling conclusion in a July 22 report to Congress.1

This alarming report clears the way for Congress to
debate more seriously the most effective measures to
meet the threat of an EMP attack.

Protecting the United States against the evolving
EMP threat will require a mix of active defenses, pas-
sive defenses, and policy changes. Specifically, the
United States should:

• Develop a clear policy about how it will respond
to an EMP attack;

• Assess which assets of the nation’s power grid
and telecommunications infrastructure are most
critical to the overall system;

• Harden those critical assets against EMP;

• Retrofit at least a portion of U.S. military assets to
protect against EMP;

• Engineer EMP protections into a greater percent-
age of future military capabilities; and

• Deploy an effective ballistic missile defense.

1.  Dr. John Foster, Jr., et al., Report of the Commission to Assess 
the Threat to the United States from Electromagnetic Pulse 
(EMP) Attack: Volume 1: Executive Report, report to Con-
gress, 2004.
Nothing written here is to be construed as necessarily reflect-
ing the views of The Heritage Foundation or as an attempt to 

aid or hinder the passage of any bill before Congress.
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What Is Electromagnetic Pulse?
In addition to the ability to kill thousands of

people instantly, nuclear weapons have another,
equally crippling capability to destroy or disrupt
power grids, electronic systems, and communica-
tions in an entire country, while sparing the lives
of its people—at least initially. Specifically, a
nuclear bomb detonated above the earth’s atmo-
sphere would create a split-second electromagnetic
pulse, similar to an extremely high-energy radio
wave. For example, a single nuclear weapon deto-
nated at an altitude of 500 kilometers could pro-
duce an EMP that would blanket the entire
continental United States, potentially damaging or
destroying military forces and civilian communica-
tions, power, transportation, water, food, and
other infrastructure essential to modern society.2

Although recent changes in homeland security
policy would decrease the severity of such an
attack, recovery could still take years. In a congres-
sional hearing on the EMP threat, chaired by Rep-
resentative Roscoe Bartlett (R–MD), Dr. Lowell
Wood of the Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory described the effect of an EMP attack as
instantly regressing a country dependent on 21st
century technology by more than 100 years.3

Although the EMP threat has been the focus of
significant government-funded research and test-
ing over the past 30 years, most of those efforts
were conducted during the Cold War and focused
on hardening strategic systems against a massive
nuclear attack by the Soviet Union. Far fewer
resources have been dedicated to examining the
potential vulnerability of the U.S. civilian and
industrial infrastructure to an EMP attack. More-
over, since the end of the Cold War, U.S. military
and civilian systems have become increasingly
dependent on advanced electronics that are poten-
tially more vulnerable than older electronics to
EMP attack—a trend that will likely continue.

The EMP Commission
Recognizing the potential of this powerful

nuclear phenomenon, Congress established the
EMP Commission under the National Defense
Authorization Act of 2001 in order to provide an
independent assessment of this threat against the
United States. The authorizing provision directed
that the EMP Commission investigate and report
to Congress its findings and recommendations for
the United States concerning four aspects of the
EMP threat:

1. The nature and magnitude of potential high-
altitude EMP threats to the U.S. from all poten-
tially hostile states and non-state actors that
have or could acquire nuclear weapons and
ballistic missiles enabling them to launch a
high-altitude EMP attack against the U.S.
within the next 15 years;

2. The vulnerability of U.S. military and civilian
systems to an EMP attack, giving special atten-
tion to the vulnerability of the civilian infrastruc-
ture as a matter of emergency preparedness;

3. The capability of the U.S. to repair and recover
from damage inflicted on the U.S. military and
civilian systems by an EMP attack; and

4. The feasibility and cost of hardening select mil-
itary and civilian systems against EMP attack.4

America’s Vulnerability to EMP Attack
Little has been done to safeguard U.S. electrical

systems from the EMP threat beyond simply pro-
tecting the nation’s nuclear war-fighting infrastruc-
ture—and even that is not as secure as it once was.
During the Cold War, only the Soviet Union—and
to a lesser extent China—had the ability to mount
an EMP attack against the United States. If one of
those countries had launched an EMP attack, it
would most likely have been the initial salvo of a
larger nuclear attack. Therefore, it made little
sense to separate an EMP attack from general
nuclear war. Because most civilian and non-strate-

2. “Title XIV—Commission to Assess the Threat to the United States From Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP) Attack: Overview,” 
in National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2001, Public Law 106–398, June 2003.

3. Lisa Wright, press secretary to Representative Roscoe Bartlett, e-mail broadcast, June 21, 2004.

4. Public Law 106–398, Title XIV, Section 1402. 
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gic military equipment would be destroyed or of
no use during a full-scale nuclear exchange, there
was no requirement to protect civil infrastructure
from an EMP.

Today, the proliferation of nuclear technology
and ballistic missiles has changed the nature of the
EMP threat. A high-altitude EMP explosion over
the continental United States or a battle space
must be understood as a separate and unique
threat that requires a unique response. Under-
standing both the effects of EMP, as well as Amer-
ica’s vulnerability, is the first step in addressing the
threat.

The scientific principles behind generating a
high-altitude EMP are relatively simple. If a
nuclear weapon is detonated between 25 miles
and 300 miles above the earth’s surface, the radia-
tion from the explosion interacts with air mole-
cules to produce high-energy electrons that speed
across the earth’s magnetic field as an instanta-
neous, invisible electromagnetic pulse.5 

An EMP can have devastating consequences for
developed countries because any metallic conduc-
tor in the affected area becomes a “receiver” for the
powerful energy burst released by the blast. Such
receivers include anything with electronic wir-
ing—from airplanes and automobiles to comput-
ers, railroad tracks, and communication lines. If
systems connected to these “receivers” are not pro-
tected, they will likely be damaged or disrupted by
the intense energy pulse. Indeed, depending on
the strength of the pulse and the vulnerability of
the equipment, the effects could range from a
passing interference to completely melting the
electrical components.

An EMP attack damages all unprotected elec-
tronic equipment within the blast’s “line of sight”
(the EMP’s “footprint” on the earth’s surface). The
size of the footprint is determined by the altitude
of the explosion. The higher the altitude, the

greater the land area affected. A Scud-type ballistic
missile launched from a vessel in U.S. coastal
waters and detonated at an altitude of 95 miles
could degrade electronic systems across one-quar-
ter of the United States. A more powerful missile
launched from North Korea could probably deliver
a warhead 300 miles above America—enough to
degrade the electronic systems across the entire
continental United States.

Furthermore, a nuclear weapon with only a low
explosive yield could be designed to generate a
strong EMP. In fact, crude weapons with low
yields, such as those used against Japan in World
War II, would have ample power to generate an
EMP over the entire continental United States.

Likely EMP Scenarios
Under what circumstance would the United

States be attacked with an EMP? Possible scenarios
include a rogue state interested in demonstrating
its ability to strike U.S. territory or a country that
wants to give itself an advantage in a regional con-
flict by crippling U.S. military and other allied
forces that are more dependent on advanced elec-
tronics.

Although the threat of a high-altitude EMP
attack against America existed during the Cold
War, the likelihood may be much greater today.6

During the Cold War, an EMP attack was viewed
as the first step in launching a nuclear war. How-
ever, it was never tried because the threat of mas-
sive nuclear retaliation, the central tenet of the
mutual assured destruction doctrine, provided an
effective deterrent. Although China and Russia
both maintain the ability to launch major nuclear
strikes against the United States, the Cold War
dynamic that made the doctrine of mutual assured
destruction relevant is largely gone from today’s
strategic calculations.

The proliferation of weapons of mass destruc-
tion (WMDs), the rise of powerful non-state

5. For a scientific description of the physics of high-altitude electromagnetic pulses, see Gary Smith, “Electromagnetic Pulse 
Threats,” testimony before the Subcommittee on Military Research and Development, Committee on National Security, 
U.S. House of Representatives, July 16, 1997. 

6. For an analysis of the fear concerning an EMP attack during the Cold War, see David Burnham, “U.S. Fears One Bomb 
Could Cripple the Nation,” The New York Times, June 28, 1983, p. 1.
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actors, and the evolving strategic relationships
with countries like China and Russia have made
the threat more difficult to assess. In reality, the
U.S. simply cannot rely on the old tools of deter-
rence to compel threatening regimes not to attack
the United States or its interests. As demonstrated
on September 11, 2001, the Cold War deterrent of
massive retaliation does not work.

The emergence of nuclear rogue states results in
a completely new strategic calculation. Since no
rogue nation has the capacity to fight a general
nuclear war, an EMP blast would not be a precur-
sor of full-scale nuclear war. Furthermore, since an
EMP blast is unlikely to kill anyone directly or to
be followed by a nuclear strike that would annihi-
late U.S. cities, the United States is less likely to
retaliate and destroy an entire nation of innocent
people as punishment for the decisions of a rogue
leader. It is simply unclear how the U.S. would
respond to such an attack.

The difficulty of developing a clear response to
EMP is due primarily to the unique nature of the
threat.  It is unclear, for example, what would con-
stitute a “proportional response” to an explosion
that takes place in space without being seen or
heard, yet instantaneously devastates society or a
military force while resulting in no initial loss of
life or physical destruction.  Furthermore, there is
a dearth of academic or legal analysis by which to
guide such policies because, until very recently,
few took the threat seriously.  This is especially so
in the context of rogue states or transnational
groups.

The simple motivation for a rogue state to use
its limited nuclear arsenal in an EMP strike against
the United States is that an EMP attack maximizes
the impact of a few warheads while minimizing
the risk of retaliation. This profound decrease in
risk for rogue leaders could impel them to use
EMP to offset overwhelming U.S. conventional
power on the battlefield. While EMP may not pre-
cede general nuclear war, it could be used as an
opening salvo in a conventional war. Nations with
small numbers of nuclear missiles, such as North
Korea or Iran, may consider an EMP attack against
U.S. forces in a region, to degrade the U.S. mili-
tary’s technological advantage, or against the

United States’ national electronic infrastructure.

Furthermore, an EMP attack using a few nuclear
weapons could theoretically damage the entire
continental United States, far exceeding the impact
of using those same warheads against specific U.S.
cities or installations. Likewise, an EMP attack
could degrade the U.S. armed forces throughout
an entire region. Because America’s response to an
EMP attack by a rogue state is unclear and because
EMP attacks are less risky for rogue states, such
attacks are far more likely in this era of nuclear
weapons proliferation than during the Cold War.

Protecting America Against EMP
Unfortunately, hardening systems is difficult and

expensive. To protect electronics infrastructure,
entire systems must be encased in a metallic shield
to prevent any external electromagnetic pulse from
entering. Moreover, antennas and power connec-
tions must be equipped with surge protectors,
windows must be coated with wire mesh or con-
ductive coating, and doors must be sealed with
conductive gaskets. Fiber optic cable is not vulner-
able to EMP, but the switches and controls that use
microelectronics in conjunction with the fiber
optic cable need to be protected. Continuing
efforts to replace copper communications cable
with fiber optic cable will significantly reduce
overall EMP vulnerability. To ensure that the pro-
tection lasts for the lifetime of the equipment, sys-
tem maintenance and testing should be performed
regularly. If a system is modified, repaired, or ser-
viced, its EMP vulnerability should be reassessed.

All of these steps can be affordable. Assuming
these protections are engineered into a product or
structure from the outset, these protections would
add as little as 1 percent to 5 percent to overall
costs. (Retrofitting systems, however, could add
substantial costs.) EMP surge protectors have
become very inexpensive. According to George
Ullrich, former Deputy Director of the now abol-
ished Defense Special Weapons Agency, such hard-
ening is needed:

Systems, such as commercial power grids
[and] telecommunications networks re-
main vulnerable to widespread outages and
upsets due to high altitude EMP. While DOD
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hardens assets it deems vital, no comparable
civil program exists.7

Protecting the United States against the evolving
EMP threat will require a mix of active defenses,
passive defenses, and policy changes. Specifically
the United States should:

• Develop a clear policy about how it would
respond to an EMP attack. An adversary may
be emboldened to use EMP because the U.S.
has no clear retaliation policy. As the commis-
sion’s report makes clear, an EMP attack could
devastate both civilian and military assets
without harming humans—in the short term.
An adversary could therefore calculate that the
United States would respond less severely to
an EMP strike than it would to a more tradi-
tional strike that results in physical destruction
and casualties. That makes EMP very attrac-
tive. It could carry decreased risk but promise
great reward. 

By itself, a policy guaranteeing significant retal-
iation may not deter all hostile groups from
using EMP, but it may deter some. Better yet, a
policy to retaliate combined with other
actions—such as installing active defenses,
increased passive defenses, and assuring mili-
tary survivability—would decrease the likeli-
hood of an EMP attack against the United
States because such measures would make a
strike less likely to succeed. If it did succeed,
the consequences for the United States would
be minimal. Thus, the value of an EMP strike
would be greatly reduced, but the risk of
launching an attack would be greatly increased
because the U.S. would not only have a policy
to retaliate, but also the capability.

• Protect the vital nodes of America’s power
grid and telecommunications systems.
Much of America’s power grid and telecommu-
nications systems is vulnerable to EMP attack.
In the near term, hardening America’s entire

critical infrastructure is not feasible. However,
protecting those elements of U.S. infrastruc-
ture that would be key to any post-EMP recov-
ery (e.g., large turbines, generators, high-
voltage transformers, and electronic telecom-
munications switching systems) is possible.
These major nodes are not only critical to the
nation’s power-grid and telecommunications
capability, but would be extremely difficult and
time consuming to rebuild or repair. Protecting
these critical infrastructure nodes may be
expensive in the near term, but it could save
the nation significantly in both money and
lives in the future.

• Conduct a national vulnerability assess-
ment and prepare a national recovery plan.
Although protecting the nation’s entire elec-
tronic and telecommunications systems against
EMP strike is unreasonable, protecting some of
those assets is possible. The Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) should work with
the private sector to identify which parts of the
nation’s power grid and telecommunications
infrastructure are critical to preserving the
nation’s core capabilities. These assets would
also be the most essential to recovery efforts in
a post-EMP environment. By protecting these
nodes, the United States could significantly
reduce the time needed to recover from an
attack. Additionally, DHS should develop a
contingency plan for recovery from an EMP
attack that would minimize confusion.

• Retrofit portions of the U.S. armed forces to
ensure EMP survivability. The United States’
military must end its nearly complete vulnera-
bility to an EMP strike. This glaring hole in
U.S. defenses is a liability that America’s adver-
saries will surely exploit if it is not corrected.
As with civilian infrastructure, hardening
America’s entire military apparatus against
EMP is prohibitively expensive. However, the
nation should invest the resources to retrofit

7. Dr. George W. Ullrich, statement in Hearing, Threat Posed by Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP) to U.S. Military Systems and Civil 
Infrastructure, Subcommittee on Military Research and Development, Committee on National Security, U.S. House of Rep-
resentatives, 105th Cong., 1st Sess., July 16, 1997, p. 23, at commdocs.house.gov/committees/security/has197010.000/
has197010_0f.htm (July 30, 2004).
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enough of the military’s land, sea, and air
assets to guarantee any potential adversary that
the U.S. will be able to respond comprehen-
sively to any kind of attack. Hardening military
equipment against EMP costs approximately
10 percent of the original cost of the equip-
ment. While this is high, it is a necessary
expense given the risk.

• Begin building military systems that are
engineered with EMP protections. Although
retrofitting against EMP is extremely expen-
sive, engineering EMP resistance into a system
from the beginning adds only about 1 percent
to the system cost. Given that so much of mili-
tary equipment is already old and that force
transformation will result in many new sys-
tems and platforms, now is an opportune time
to begin dealing with this problem. In addition
to saving money by incorporating EMP resis-
tance into new systems instead of retrofitting
existing equipment, America’s transformed
military will increasingly rely on many sophis-
ticated electronic networks and systems. A
successful EMP strike against U.S. forces that
disrupted or destroyed these systems would
effectively turn America’s technological advan-
tage into a distinct liability.

• Deploy ballistic missile defense. The surest
way to protect the United States from a high-
altitude EMP is by deploying a ballistic missile
defense system that can intercept and destroy a
warhead before it could be detonated above the
U.S. This would prevent an EMP attack and
eliminate any potential harm to U.S. systems,
and it could even deter rogue leaders from con-
sidering the use of EMP. Deploying a missile
defense architecture that can intercept a missile

early in flight (during the ascent phase) would
render rogue missiles ineffective, thereby
undermining the rationale to use them. More-
over, because protecting America’s entire civil-
ian electronic infrastructure is not fiscally
feasible and because a ballistic missile is the
most likely delivery vehicle for an EMP attack,
the most prudent method to protect America is
a missile defense system that could destroy a
ballistic missile before it reaches U.S. airspace.

Conclusion
As the EMP Commission reported, an EMP

attack on America is a serious possibility and one
for which the United States is unprepared. While
the world focuses on WMDs and ballistic missiles,
it is imperative that an EMP attack be considered
with equal weight. The profound impact that an
EMP attack would have on a developed, modern,
electronically oriented country forces nations in
similar positions to reassess their own protection
against such attack. 

Looking toward the future, America should con-
sider its options for protecting its infrastructure
against such a debilitating attack. Those options
are limited, but include deploying an effective mis-
sile defense system and hardening electronic sys-
tems against EMP. As the commission indicated,
the implications of an EMP attack need to be
assessed further with greater severity and inevita-
bility as America considers possible protective
actions against this threat.

—Jack Spencer is Senior Policy Analyst for Defense
and National Security in the Kathryn and Shelby
Cullom Davis Institute for International Studies at The
Heritage Foundation.
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